Abstract. A combinatorial interpretation is given of Devlin's word problem underlying the classical center-focus problem of Poincaré for non-autonomous differential equations. It turns out that the canonical polynomials of Devlin are from the point of view of connected graded Hopf algebras intimately related to the graded components of a Hopf algebra antipode applied to the formal power series of Ferfera. The link is made by passing through control theory since the Abel equation, which describes a center, is equivalent to an output feedback equation, and the Hopf algebra of output feedback is derived from the composition of iterated integrals rather than just the products of iterated integrals, which yields the shuffle algebra. This means that the primary algebraic structure at play in Devlin's approach is actually not the shuffle algebra, but a Faà di Bruno type Hopf algebra, which is defined in terms of the shuffle product but is a distinct algebraic structure.
Introduction
The classical center-focus problem first studied by Poincaré considers a system of equations (1) dx dt = X(x, y), dy dt = Y (x, y),
where X, Y are polynomial vectors fields with a linear part of center or focus type and homogeneous nonlinearities [29] . The equilibrium at the origin is a center if it is contained in an open neighborhood U having no other equilibria, and every trajectory of (1) in U is closed. An alternative way to characterize a center is to first put (1) into polar coordinates and then pass to the Abel equation (2)ż(t) = α(t)z 3 (t) + β(t)z 2 (t) + γ(t)z(t)
via the Cherkas transformation [5] . This amounts to a re-parametrization so that the independent variable t plays the role of the angle in the polar coordinate framework [1, 27] . In this setting, the origin z = 0 is a center if it is contained in a neighborhoodŨ such that every solution of (2) initialized at some z(0) ∈Ũ is periodic. Under perturbation of the parameter functions α, β and γ, a given periodic solution, including the trivial solution z = 0, can bifurcate into µ ≥ 1 distinct limit cycles. Hilbert's 16th problem asks for the maximum number of limit cycles, µ max . Not surprisingly, the literature on this problem is extensive (see [24, 25] for an overview). The main interest here, however, is in an algebraic approach first proposed by Devlin in 1989 [7, 8] , which is based on the work of Alwash and Lloyd [1, 27] . The latter showed that to determine when µ > 1, there is no loss of generality in assuming γ = 0. Specifically, starting from (3)ż(t) = α(t)z 3 (t) + β(t)z 2 (t), the method allows one to determine an upper bound on µ max for various classes of coefficient functions α and β. (For more recent developments along these lines, see [2, 3] .) The general goal of this paper is to describe the main underlying combinatorial structure behind Devlin's method. This has become evident only recently due to the application of combinatorial Hopf algebras in feedback control theory [9, 15, 18, 19, 21] . The basic idea behind Devlin's approach is to identify an underlying word problem associated with the solution of (3). For sufficiently small r > 0 in a neighborhood of the origin, let Φ(t; 0; r; u) be the solution z(t) with initial condition z(0) = r and parameter functions u = {α, β}. In which case, it is possible to write the solution formally as the power series (4) Φ(t; 0; r; u) = ∞ n=1 a n (t)r n ,
where the a n are analytic functions satisfying a 1 (0) = 1 and a n (0) = 0 for n > 1. For a fixed ω > 0, the first return map is defined to be P (u)(r) = Φ(ω; 0; r; u), and therefore,
P (u)(r) = ∞ n=1 a n (ω)r n .
Any solution satisfying z(ω) = z(0) = r has the property that q(r) := P (u)(r) − r = (a 1 (ω) − 1)r + ∞ n=2 a n (ω)r n = 0.
The function q has a zero of multiplicity µ > 1 when a 1 (ω) = 1, a n (ω) = 0 for n = 2, 3, . . . , µ − 1, and a µ (ω) = 0. If µ = ∞ then z = 0 is a center. It is known that µ is equivalent to the number of limit cycles the periodic solution z = 0 can exhibit for sufficiently small perturbations of α and β. The main idea therefore is to set up a system of equations in terms of the functions a n in order to bound µ as a function of α and β. To do this, Devlin expresses the solution z(t) in terms of a
Chen-Fliess functional expansion or Fliess operator
, that is, a weighted sum of iterated integrals of α and β so that each function a n has an associated generating polynomial of the same name in two noncommuting letters, x 0 , corresponding to α, and x 1 , corresponding to β. These canonical polynomials, which Devlin derives from the underlying shuffle algebra over the set of words X * from the alphabet X = {x 0 , x 1 }, are central to the analysis. Of special significance is the fact that they are related by the linear recursion (6) a n = (n − 1)a n−1 x 1 + (n − 2)a n−2 x 0 , n ≥ 2 with a 1 = 1 and a 2 = x 1 . For example,
Devlin shows that this recursion yields a remarkably simple expression for the coefficient of any
* of a n :
where the length of the word η is denoted |η| = k, |η| x i is the number of times the letter x i appears in η, and the degree of η is defined to be deg(η) = 2|η| x 0 + |η| x 1 + 1. For example,
The specific goal here is to describe the precise combinatorial nature of Devlin's polynomials a n and the origin of their linear recursion (6) . It turns out that from the point of view of connected graded Hopf algebras, the a n are intimately related to the graded components of a Hopf algebra antipode applied to the formal power series −c, where
is the so called Ferfera series [10, 11] . Somewhat surprisingly, this link is made by passing through control theory. This is ultimately due to the fact that the Abel equation (2) is equivalent to an output feedback equation in control theory, and the Hopf algebra of output feedback is derived from the composition of iterated integrals rather than just the products of iterated integrals, which yields the shuffle algebra [9, 18, 21] . This means that the primary algebraic structure at play in Devlin's approach is actually not the shuffle algebra, but a Faà di Bruno type Hopf algebra, which is defined in terms of the shuffle product but is a distinct algebraic structure. So after some preliminaries presented in Section 2, this description of the a n in terms of an antipode is developed in Section 3. Now it is a standard theorem that the antipode of every connected graded Hopf algebra can be computed recursively [12, 28] . This fact was exploited, for example, in the authors' application of the output feedback Hopf algebra to compute the feedback product, a device used in control theory to describe the feedback interconnection of two Fliess operators [9, 20] . It is shown here, however, that this specific Hopf algebra has another type of antipode recursion, one that is related to derivations on the shuffle algebra and distinct from the standard recursion. This result is developed in Section 4. Then in Section 5 it is shown that Devlin's recursion (6) is a specific example of this new type of antipode recursion.
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Preliminaries

Combinatorial Hopf algebras.
In this section, a few basics on connected graded Hopf algebras are collected to fix the notation. For details, in particular on Hopf algebras of a combinatorial nature, the reader is referred to [4, 6, 12, 17, 28] , as well as the standard reference [31] .
In general, k denotes the ground field of characteristic zero over which all algebraic structures are defined. A counital coalgebra over k consist of a k-vector space C on which a coassociative coproduct ∆ :
A bialgebra B is both a unital algebra and a counital coalgebra together with compatibility relations, such as both the algebra product and unit map are coalgebra morphisms [31] . The product and unit of B are denoted by m and 1, respectively. A bialgebra is called graded if there are k-vector subspaces
For any x ∈ B (n) the coproduct is of the form
where
It is common to use variants of Sweedler's symbolic notation for the (reduced) coproduct, such as ∆x =
The action of the grading operator Y : B → B, which is both a derivation and coderivation, is given by Y h := nh, where h is a homogeneous element of degree n in B. Suppose A is a k-algebra with product m A and unit map e A : k → A, e.g., A = k or A = B. The vector space L(B, A) of linear maps from the bialgebra B to A together with the convolution product
, is an associative algebra with unit ι := e A • ε.
A Hopf algebra H is a bialgebra together with a particular k-linear map called an antipode S : H → H which satisfies the Hopf algebra axioms [31] . When A = H, the antipode S ∈ L(H, H) is characterized as the inverse of the identity map with respect to the convolution product
The next theorem is standard [12, 28] and states that any connected graded bialgebra B automatically is a connected graded Hopf algebra.
Theorem 1.
On any connected graded bialgebra (B, m, ∆) an antipode S can be defined inductively by S1 := 1 and the following two equivalent recursions on B + = Ker(ε), which follow directly from (11),
where ∆ ′ is the reduced coproduct defined in (10).
Let H = n≥0 H (n) be a connected graded Hopf algebra. Suppose A is a commutative unital algebra. The subset g 0 ⊂ L(H, A) of linear maps α that send the unit of H to zero, α(1) = 0, forms a Lie algebra in L(H, A). The exponential exp
α ⋆j is well defined and provides a bijection from g 0 onto the group G 0 = ι + g 0 of linear maps, γ, which send the unit of H to the algebra unit, γ(1) = 1 A . An infinitesimal character with values in A is a linear map ξ ∈ L(H, A) such that for x, y ∈ H, ξ(xy) = 0. The linear space of infinitesimal characters is denoted g A ⊂ g 0 . An A-valued map Φ in L(H, A) is called a character if Φ(1) = 1 A and for x, y ∈ H, Φ(xy) = Φ(x)Φ(y). The set of characters is denoted by G A ⊂ G 0 . It forms a pro-unipotent group for the convolution product with (pro-nilpotent) Lie algebra g A . The exponential map exp ⋆ restricts to a bijection between g A and G A . The neutral element ι := e A • ǫ in G A is given by ι(1) = 1 A and ι(x) = 0 for x ∈ Ker(ε) = H + . The key property is the fact that the inverse of a character Φ ∈ G A is given by composition with the Hopf algebra antipode S, i.e., Φ
2.2. Output feedback Hopf algebra. Fliess operators and their interconnections are briefly reviewed next. For details the reader is referred to [10, 11, 13, 14, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 26, 32] . Iterated integrals play a central role in the analysis of nonlinear feedback control systems [26] . It is well known that they come with a natural algebraic structure, i.e., products of iterated integrals can again be written as linear combinations of iterated integrals. Indeed, the classical integration by parts rule implies that the product of two Riemann integrals is given by
This generalizes to the shuffle product for iterated integrals
Here Sh n,m is the set of (n, m)-shuffles, i.e., permutations σ on the set [n + m] := {1, . . . , n + m}, such that σ 1 < · · · < σ n and σ n+1 < · · · < σ n+m . It turns out to be rather convenient to abstract the product of iterated integrals in terms of a formal shuffle product on words. Reutenauer's monograph [30] provides an exhaustive reference on this topic. Under concatenation, the set X * of words η := x i 1 · · · x ip with letter x i j , j ∈ {1, . . . , p} from the alphabet X := {x 0 , x 1 } forms a monoid. The empty word in X * containing no letters is denoted by ∅, and the length of a word η ∈ X * , written as |η| ∈ N 0 , is equivalent to the number of letters it contains. The resulting graded vector space Q X , which is freely generated by words from X * , is turned into a commutative graded algebra by defining the shuffle product of words
with x i j ∈ X, j ∈ {1, . . . , p + q}. The monomial 1 := 1∅ acts as a unit for the shuffle product so that 1 η = η 1 = η for all η ∈ X * . Product (13) can be defined recursively as
or, equivalently, as
For example,
The shuffle algebra (Q X , ) is a connected graded Hopf algebra. The coproduct is defined by decatenation, that is, for any word
The antipode is given by the simple formula Sη = (−1) p x ip · · · x i 1 . In control theory, iterated integrals over a set of functions u := {u 0 , u 1 } are defined inductively by letting E ∅ [u](t) := 1 and
where x i ∈ X and η ∈ X * . The product (13) is homogeneous with respect to the length of words, and (12) implies that for any η, ξ ∈ X * the corresponding product of iterated integrals satisfies
Any mapping c : X * → R is called a formal power series with values in R. The value of c at η ∈ X * is written as c, η ∈ R and called the coefficient of the word η in c. The series c is represented as the formal sum c = η∈X * c, η η, and the collection of all formal power series over X is denoted by R X . It forms a unital associative R-algebra under the catenation product and a unital associative and commutative R-algebra under the shuffle product. A Fliess operator with generating series c is defined to be the sum of iterated integrals over u weighted by the coefficients of c, namely,
Given two Fliess operators F c and F d corresponding to c, d ∈ R X , the parallel and product connections satisfy [13] . When Fliess operators F c and F d are interconnected in a cascade fashion, the composite system F c • F d has the Fliess operator representation F c•d ∈ R X , where the composition product
is defined through ψ d , which is the continuous (in the ultrametric sense) algebra homomorphism from R X to End(R X ) uniquely specified by
for any e ∈ R X [10, 11, 22] . By definition, ψ d (1) is the identity map on R X .
The output feedback connection of two Fliess operators as shown in Figure 1 is much harder to characterize than the previous interconnections due to its recursive nature. While it is easily shown by fixed point arguments that the mapping v → y has a Fliess operator representation, giving an explicit formula for its generating series, denoted here by the feedback product c @ d, requires more sophisticated machinery [15, 18, 19, 21] . This is the origin of the output feedback Hopf algebra as described next. First consider the set of operators
where I denotes the identity operator. The symbol δ serves as the (fictitious) generating series for this identity map. That is, F δ := I such that I + F c := F δ+c = F c δ with c δ := δ + c. The set of all such generating series for F will be denoted by R X δ . The modified composition product of c, d ∈ R X is defined by
where φ d is the continuous (in the ultrametric sense) algebra homomorphism from R X to End(R X ) uniquely specified by
for any e ∈ R X , and φ d (1) is the identity map on R X . It can be shown that
The output feedback group is a fundamental object in this analysis. It is defined in terms of the group composition product on F , namely,
Note that the same symbol will be used for composition on R X and composition on R X δ . As elements in these two sets have a distinct notation, i.e., c versus c δ , respectively, it will always be clear which product is at play. The generating series for the feedback group also forms a group as described in the next theorem.
Theorem 2. The triple (R X δ , •, δ) is a group with unit δ.
For any word η ∈ X * , the coordinate functions, a η , on the feedback group in Theorem 2 are defined as elements of the dual space R * X δ , i.e., maps on formal series c δ = δ + c = δ + η∈X c, η η ∈ R X δ giving coefficients of words η ∈ X * a η (c) := c, η .
In this context, a δ denotes the coordinate function with respect to δ, i.e., a δ (δ) = 1, and zero otherwise. The feedback group can be considered to be the group of characters with respect to a connected graded Hopf algebra underlying the coordinate functions. This is emphasized by the notation c δ (a η ) := a η (c δ ) for η ∈ X * ∪ {δ}. However, the reader is warned that henceforth the coefficient function a δ is identified with the symbol 1 such that 1(δ) := 1. This Hopf algebraic point of view, presented next, originated in a series of papers starting with [18, 21] and continued in [9, 15, 19] , where the Faà di Bruno Hopf algebra defined in terms of these coordinate functions was developed. The link to the classical Faà di Bruno Hopf algebra [16, 17] follows from the compositional nature of the feedback group in Theorem 2.
Let V denote the R-vector space spanned by the coordinate functions. For a word η ∈ X * , let |η| x 0 and |η| x 1 denote, respectively, the number of times the letters x 0 and x 1 appear in the word. If the degree of a η is defined as deg(a η ) = deg(η) = 2|η| x 0 + |η| x 1 + 1 and deg(1) = 0, then V is a connected graded vector space, that is, V = n≥0 V n with V n = a η : deg(a η ) = n R and V 0 = R1. It is rather striking to see that Devlin's choice of grading coincides with that of Foissy in [15] . This indicates how natural the point of view of graded connected Hopf algebras matches the algebraic underpinnings of Devlin's work. Consider next the free unital commutative R-algebra, H, with product µ : a η ⊗ a ξ → a η a ξ , and unit 1, which is induced by the counit identity ǫ(a η ) := 1(a η ) = 0 for all η ∈ X * . This product is associative. The graduation on V induces a connected graduation on H with deg(a η a ξ ) = deg(a η ) + deg(a ξ ). Specifically, H = n≥0 H n , where H n is the set of all elements of degree n and H 0 = R1. Moreover, by definition
To describe the coalgebra on H, first consider the left-and right-augmentation operators θ i andθ i , respectively, where i = 0, 1. These are endomorphisms on V which concatenate letters in the following manner:
and thereby increase the degree of an element in V by either one (i = 1) or two (i = 0). For any
In particular, note that θ jθi =θ i θ j for i, j = 0, 1. Both the right-and left-augmentation operators are by definition extended to derivations on the algebra H so that
and analogously for left-augmentation. On the unit 1 of H,
For example, the first few terms of ∆ are:
In the following, Sweedler's notation [31] is employed for the deshuffling coproduct so that
The first of two coproducts is defined on H, namely, the coproduct∆H ⊂ V ⊗ H given by the identity∆
where c, d ∈ R X , a η(1) ∈ V and a η(2) ∈ H. Note that a η(2) (d) is defined according to (14) . The summation is taken over all terms for which c• d, η is different from zero. The reader should note that a second Sweedler notation is employed for this coproduct, specifically, ∆a η = a η(1) ⊗ a η(2) , which should not be confused with the one used for the deshuffling coproduct given above. The key observation here is that the coproduct∆ can be computed inductively as described in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. The following identities hold:
(
where id denotes the identity map on H.
The full coproduct on H is defined as
while the reduced coproduct is given by ∆ ′ a η :=∆a η −a η ⊗1. The following theorem summarizes the properties of the output feedback Hopf algebra H.
Theorem 4. (H, µ, ∆, ε, S) is a connected graded commutative non-cocommutative Hopf algebra.
The central object used for defining the feedback product is the antipode S on H = n≥0 H n . It satisfies the identity a η (c •−1 ) = Sa η (c) for all η ∈ X * , where the feedback group inverse is given by c
•−1 , which is calculated by composing c δ as a Hopf algebra character with the Hopf algebra antipode S. This statement together with (14) implies that, in Hopf algebraic terms, the feedback group in Theorem 2 is the group of Hopf algebra characters over H. From Theorem 1, for any a η ∈ H + , that is, deg(a η ) > 0, the antipode can be computed by
Hence, a totally inductive algorithm to compute the antipode for the output feedback group is given as follows.
Theorem 5. [20]
The antipode S applied to any a η ∈ V k , k ≥ 1 in the output feedback Hopf algebra H can be computed by the following algorithm:
i: Inductively compute ∆ via (15) .
ii: Inductively compute∆ via Lemma 3.
iii: Inductively compute S via (17) .
Using this algorithm, the first few antipode terms are found to be:
Finally, an explicit formula for the feedback product is given in the next theorem in terms of the output feedback antipode. It is this theorem that is exploited in the next section to provide a combinatorial interpretation of Devlin's polynomials.
Theorem 6. For any c, d ∈ R X it follows that
It is worth noting that this formula holds even when d is formally replaced with δ, or equivalently, F d is replaced with F δ = I in Figure 1 . This so called unity feedback system, a central notion in control theory, has a closed-loop Fliess operator representation with generating series (19) c @ δ = (−c)
•−1 , since in general e := c @ δ must satisfy the fixed point equation e = c• e, while at the same time from Theorem 6 it follows that e = c• (−c) •−1 . Finally, results such as Lemma 3, Theorem 4 and Theorem 6 can be easily extended to the multivariable case, that is, the situation where the alphabet X := {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x m } has m ≥ 2 letters [21] .
Devlin's polynomials from the feedback antipode
The starting point for a combinatorial interpretation of Devlin's work is the re-writing of (3) in terms of the shuffle product. Consider a Fliess operator with input functions u 0 = α and u 1 = β. In which case, if z = F e [u] for some generating series e ∈ R X then (3) is equivalent to
1 (e) = u 0 F e 3 + u 1 F e 2 , where the left-shift operator, x
i (x i η) = η with η ∈ X * and zero otherwise. It is assumed to act linearly on series. Note that the left-shift operator may be regarded as the adjoint of the left-augmentation map, that is, a x i η , x j ν = θ i a η , x j ν = a η , x −1 i (x j ν) = δ i,j a η , ν . Here δ i,j denotes the usual Kronecker delta. Analogously, the right-shift operator
Since generating series are unique and the functions u i are not fixed, this expression is equivalent to the pair of shuffle equations
which can be combined to give (20) e = (e, ∅) + x 0 e 3 + x 1 e 2 .
From here the strategy is to solve this shuffle equation for e in order to determine an explicit expression for the first return map (5) . The first observation is that if c is the Ferfera series (9), then its corresponding input-output map y = F c [u] has a simple state space realization. In light of the shuffle algebra identity k! x
Defining the state z = y,
has the one dimensional state space realization
Next system (21) is put in an output feedback loop as shown in Figure 2 so that u = β + αy. The function y must therefore satisfy the feedback equation y = F c [β + αy]. Equivalently, the closed-loop system has the state space realization
The solution to the feedback equation in integral form is
which is equivalent to z(t) = F e [u] if e satisfies the shuffle equation (20) . In control theory it is most common to have u 0 = α = 1. But from a combinatorial perspective, nothing is changed if α is left arbitrary. In which case, this feedback system can be identified with a unity feedback system from which the next main result follows. It is useful here to define the projection (·) n : R X → R X : c → c n , where c n = η∈X * n c, η η, and X * n is the set of all words in X * with degree n.
Theorem 7. The polynomials a n := ((−c)
where u := {α, β}, and the functions a n (t) are the components of the formal solution (4) of the Abel equation (3) .
Proof. Recall that the elements in the feedback group are the characters with respect to H such that (4) it is clear that the solution z(t) = ∞ n=1 a n (t) of the Abel equation (3) can be identified with the output of state space realization (22) . Since this system has a Fliess operator representation with generating series (−c)
•−1 as per (19) , the claim follows immediately.
Example 1. Suppose n = 4. Then
and from (18) it follows that
which agrees with (7b).
If the only goal is to simply compute the coefficients of the polynomials a n , control theorists will recognize a more direct route using the realization (22) . Consider any input-output map y = F c [u] with a finite dimensional control-affine state space realization of the forṁ
where each g j and h is an analytic vector field and function, respectively, on some neighborhood W of z 0 . Then the generating series c can be differentially generated from the vector fields via
the Lie derivative of h with respect to g j is defined as
and L g ∅ h = h [14, 26, 33] . Therefore, setting g 0 (z) = z 3 and g 1 (z) = z 2 , formula (8) follows immediately. While this approach does not provide any direct insight into the underlying combinatorial structures that are present, it does inspire the new general antipode recursion described in the next section. This is somewhat surprising given that not every c ∈ R X has local coordinates in the sense that it is differentially generated by a set of vector fields [14] .
New recursion for the feedback antipode
Given the standard antipode recursions in Theorem 1 for connected graded Hopf algebras and the identity in Theorem 7 relating Devlin's polynomials to such an antipode, it seems plausible that Devlin's recursion (6) is simply one such antipode recursion in some specific form. Interestingly, this appears not to be the case. In light of Lemma 3, it is clear that the leftaugmentation maps play a key role in the standard antipode recursions, but in this section a different antipode recursion will be developed, one in which the right-augmentation map is the main player. Not only can this new recursion be linked directly to (6), as described in the next section, but it also provides some new insights into the output feedback antipode itself as well as a simple algorithm for computer implementation.
The first theorem provides an alternative to the recursion in Lemma 3 for computing the coproduct of the output feedback Hopf algebra. It is useful to introduce the multiplication map κ η on H for any η ∈ X * with the defining property that
Note, in particular, that κ η (1) = a η and κ ∅ •θ i (a η ) = a ηx i a ∅ , whereas from the Leibniz rulẽ
Theorem 8. For any nonempty word
Proof. The proof is via the degree of a η . Indeed, with ∆a ∅ = a ∅ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ a ∅ and recalling that θ i (1) = 0, it is immediate that
So the claim holds when deg(a η ) = 1. Before proceeding to the general case, it is instructive to compute a few more lower degree terms. For example,
Note that in several places above the parentheses in expressions such asθ 0θ1 a ∅ have been omitted for notational simplicity. The same simplification is applied when convenient further below. Now assume that (23) holds up to some fixed degree n ≥ 1. The following compact notatioñ
is used. There are two cases to consider. First suppose that deg(a x 1 η ) = n so that deg(a x 1 ηx i ) > n, i = 0, 1. Using (16) and Lemma 3, it is clear that
Employing, in addition, the induction hypothesis, the identity θ i (1) = 0, and the fact that the left-and right-augmentation operators commute on V , i.e., θ jθi =θ i θ j for i, j = 0, 1, it then follows that
Now suppose instead that deg(a x 0 η ) = n so that deg(a x 0 ηx i ) > n, i = 0, 1. Sweedler's notation for the deshuffling coproduct (15c), i.e., ∆ a η = a η ′ ⊗ a η ′′ , is useful here. Analogous to the previous case, observe
Applying the Leibniz rule for the right-augmentation operatorθ i to the product (id ⊗ µ)(∆a η ′ ⊗ a η ′′ ) gives
which proves the theorem.
The new coproduct formula above provides a simple recursive formula for the antipode of the output feedback Hopf algebra H. This is the main result of this section. η (a ∅ ), where |η| = l is the length of the word η, and
Proof. The proof is via induction on the degree of a η . The degree one case is excluded by assumption. For degree two and three it is quickly verified that
Now assume the theorem holds up to degree n ≥ 2, and suppose deg(a η ) = n. There are multiple cases to address. Using Sweedler's notation for the reduced coproduct
first consider the antipode Sa ηx 1 = −a ηx 1 − ′ (Sa ηx 1 (1) )a ηx 1 (2) . By definition of the coproduct, the letter x 1 appears always as the last letter in one of the factors in the sum
which therefore splits as
Here the sum notation ′ η will indicate that the reduced coproduct of η is being used. Recall that in ′ η (Sa ηx 1 (1) )a ηx 1 (2) , a ηx 1 (1) ∈ V , whereas the term a ηx 1 (2) ∈ H may be a monomial. Furthermore, ′ η (Sa η(1) )a η(2)x 1 means that x 1 appears as the last letter in exactly one of the factors of this monomial. Thus,
. Now the second case is considered, namely the antipode Sa ηx 0 = −a ηx 0 − ′ (Sa ηx 0 (1) )a ηx 0 (2) .
Analogous to the previous case, the suffix x 0 can be attached to the left or right factor in the term ′ (Sa ηx 0 (1) )a ηx 0 (2) . However, due to the particular nature of the letter x 0 , there is a third case, that is, when x 0 as the last letter in a word is split according to the coproduct
The calculation to show that Sa ηx 0 = (−1)
(a ∅ ) goes as follows. First observe that (−1)
Applying the Leibniz rule yields
Note in the final step above, the following identity was employed, which is a consequence of the induction hypothesis. Namely,
The calculation is completed via the observation that line (24) multiplied by a ∅ implies that −(Sa ηx 1 )a ∅ can be rearranged as
Therefore,
which implies that (−1)
To see that the right-hand side of the last equality is equivalent to Sa ηx 0 , simply expand the latter using the standard antipode recursion defined in terms of the coproduct characterized in Lemma 3.
An elementary application of this theorem is the following corollary, which essentially states that the coefficients of the antipode for coordinate functions ending in the letter x 0 always sum to zero. For example, Sa Finally, it worth pointing out that the multivariable generalization of Theorem 9 is straightforward. In this situation, each coordinate function is given a superscript to indicate which component of the generating series c ∈ R m X it is associated with, i.e., 
Devlin's recursion from the feedback antipode
In this section it is shown that Devlin's recursion (6) follows from the solution of the Abel equation (3) when written in terms of the output feedback antipode, that is, by combining Theorem 7 and Proposition 9. The main step in creating this link is the following theorem. The following corollary is a Hopf algebraic formulation and proof of Devlin's recursion (6) . The theorem is proved.
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